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Mexico’s President Obrador;
Another NWO Scumbag

By Raymond Towers

Running on campaign promises of upsetting the status quo and starting Mexico on a great
‘Fourth Transformation,’ Socialist candidate Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador won the hearts and
votes of Mexicans who were fed up with poverty and organized crime. Fifty-three percent of the
country voted for him because of his many revolutionary promises, including bringing Mexico
up to the level of a first world nation by invigorating the economy, creating a world-class tourist
attraction in the southern third of Mexico through the Train Maya project,  and lessening the
impact  of  the drug cartels  by legalizing  all  drugs,  among other  radical  changes.  After  eight
months of being in office, how has Mexico’s first socialist president done? Did he live up to the
hype, or was he just another politician, a liar who said anything to get in power, and once he
achieved  the  presidency,  did  he  loosen the  screws  on special  interest  groups,  including  the
United  Nations,  the  crypto-communists  and  the  organized  drug  cartels  that  have  hindered
Mexico for at least the last four presidencies preceding him?
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In spring of 2018, several candidates were in the running to become the next president of
Mexico.  Most of these candidates  were ‘more of the same,’ either  affiliated with or directly
related to corrupt officials from previous presidencies. Mexico has rarely had presidents from the
left side of the political aisle, and has rarely had left-leaning political parties at all to promote
such candidates. Enter one Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador, with the acronym AMLO, who was
then being touted as a breath of fresh air in a stale, stalled Third World nation full of drug cartels
and violence.

Many Mexicans fell for the usual leftist rhetoric, similar to what Republican Donald Trump
campaigned for in the United States when he said, if elected, how he would ‘clear out the swamp
in  DC.’  Obrador  promised  a  4th Transformation  of  Mexico,  with  ambitious  and  large-scale
projects, the ascension of Mexico into a world power, and prosperity that Mexicans hadn’t seen
in the last four presidential terms. Obrador also made several odd campaign promises, such as
expressing an interest to legalize all recreational drugs. I repeat, ALL illegal drugs, in a joint
venture with fellow socialist countries such as Bolivia, Cuba and Venezuela. Obrador also said
he would forgive ALL drug cartels for wrongdoing, as long as they didn’t attack and sequester
innocent civilians. People still saw this man as a ray of hope over a deep, deep quagmire, and in
July of 2018, he was elected President of Mexico.

While  this  article  focuses  on  AMLO,  I  will  also  add  commentary  on  related  issues  to
emphasize key points, or just to inform readers who aren’t as knowledgeable about what is going
on in Mexico or in other countries, when it comes to Zionist / Marxist-socialist infiltration. You
might think the Zionists and Marxists are on opposing sides, but they’re not. That’s how they
play the game, by egging two unwitting sides against each other, the same way Rome played
‘divide and conquer’ with its enemies.

To begin with, US President Obama-Soetoro and presidential candidate Hillary Clinton were
all for the United Nations Global Pact For Migration.

The initiative had the enthusiastic backing of Barack Obama, and was embraced by (UN
Secretary General) Guterres as one of his major challenges for 2018. - The Guardian, December
2017

Article link: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/dec/03/donald-trump-pulls-us-out-of-
un-global-compact-on-migration

In a private, paid speech to a Brazilian bank on May 16, 2013, Clinton said: “My dream is a
hemispheric common market, with open trade and open borders, some time in the future with
energy that is as green and sustainable as we can get it, powering growth and opportunity for
every person in the hemisphere.” - Breitbart, October 2016

Article  link:  https://www.breitbart.com/live/third-presidential-debate-fact-check-livewire/
fact-check-yes-hillary-clinton-wants-open-borders/
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“If  elected,  the  former  secretary  of  state  (Clinton)  has  promised  to  build  on  President
Obama’s executive actions and introduce comprehensive immigration reform during her first
100 days in office.”

Clinton’s  website  has  explained  that  by  “comprehensive  immigration  reform,”  Clinton
means full  citizenship  for  illegal  immigrants,  which  would  give  them welfare  access,  voting
privileges,  and  the  ability  to  bring  over  their  family  members  through  chain  migration. -
Breitbart, May 2016

Article  link:  https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2016/05/25/clinton-releases-plan-dissolve-
us-border-within-100-days/

Good thing President  Trump pulled out  of  the Global  Pact  when he took over.  See the
Guardian article up above for more info on that. What I want you to take a close look at is this
last  italicized  paragraph,  where  the  Hillary  creature  promoted  full  citizenship,  health  care
through welfare, the right to vote and aiding invaders into bringing their entire families once they
crossed into the United States. This is exactly what President Obrador is doing in Mexico right
now.

I follow international news closely, paying close attention to whatever is trending politically
such as the NWO overthrow of Ukraine where the Clinton Foundation and Creepy Joe Biden
helped put the Nazi Poroshenko in the presidency, the soft invasion of Europe by Islam thanks to
the  opportunistic  Zionists,  and  the  shooting  of  protesters  and  college  students  by  President
Maduro in  Venezuela  in  2014 and 2017,  not  to  mention  what  is  happening in  that  battered
country this year. That’s how I first became aware of the invasion from Central America a few
years ago.

The migrant caravans from the Northern Triangle of Central America are nothing new. We
had migrant caravans in 2014 and 2015, when US President Obama-Soetoro was pushing for
more rights and privileges for brown people entering the US illegally. The problem was that the
controlled socialist media outlets in both the US and Mexico were downplaying the invasions
and ignoring the people  and organizations  behind the scenes financing them, not the least of
which was the Catholic Church, which has turned blatantly globalist and non-Catholic ever since
the election of Jesuit General Bergoglio, a.k.a. Pope Francis. Also, the political atmosphere was
against  independent  reporters going to  where the invading caravans were to  obtain firsthand
reports.

Article link: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2014_American_immigration_crisis

Catholic  Church  Was  Paid  $79  MILLION By Obama Administration  In  2014  To
Force Migrant Invasion Of Illegal Immigrants - Now you know why Pope Francis pushes so
very hard for "all the world" to take in these illegal Muslim migrants. He's getting paid millions
to do it. Someone once said that when something doesn't make sense, there's a buck in it. In this
case, there were 79 million of them.  According to their financial statement for 2014, the latest
year for which figures are available, the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops received
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over $79 million in government grants to provide benefits to refugees. - Now The End Begins,
November 2015

Article link: https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/catholic-church-paid-79-million-by-obama-
administration-to-force-migrant-invasion/

That was US taxpayer money, people. And look how much the greedy Pope is giving out of
his gold-filled pockets:

“Pope Francis has donated 500,000 dollars to assist migrants in Mexico. The funds, from
the  Peter’s  Pence  collections,  will  be  distributed  among  27  projects  promoted  by  sixteen
Mexican  dioceses  and  religious  congregations,  which  requested  assistance  in  continuing  to
provide food, lodging, and basic necessities to the migrants,” the report declares. - Breitbart,
April 2019

Article link: https://www.breitbart.com/immigration/2019/04/28/pope-francis-sends-money-
to-support-migrant-caravans-trying-to-enter-u-s/

All  of  the  above:  Barack-Soetoro,  the  Hillary  and  Pope  Francis  are  on  board  for  the
dismantling  of  democratic  nations  in  favor  of  United  Nations  rulership.  Especially  evil  is
Francis, as he is using his position as head of the Catholic Church to push Zionist - UN agenda.
The Catholic Church, and especially the militant Jesuit branch, would never try to manipulate
governments, would they? That’s never happened before in history, has it?

I listened to many of Obrador’s campaign speeches. He was always pro-Mexico and anti-
neo-liberalism.  He never  said he was going to  promote any sort  of migration into or across
Mexico. He was a wolf in sheep’s clothing, a liar like all the rest of them, and his wolf-skin
didn’t begin to show until after he took power. Or maybe not...

Obrador  was  set  to  take  power  in  December  of  2018.  However,  the  first  of  the  recent
caravans from Honduras started up in mid-October. The caravans initially began hitting the news
streams in early November, when the belligerent mobs attacked Mexican customs officials and
tried to storm the border gate between Mexico and Guatemala. President Pena Nieto still had a
month to go before he officially left his post. He responded to the aggression by sending 500
more  guards  to  reinforce  Mexico’s  southern  border  and  to  repel  further  aggression.  Enter
President-elect Obrador, who stepped in ahead of time and ordered the 500 guards to stand aside
and let the invaders through. That was a harbinger of many more bad things to come. (See my
article Honduran Hordes: Human Rights Or Human Trafficking for an extensive look at how the
invasions initially got rolling. Verum Et Inventa, Issue 3)

The good thing is that many independent reporters went to the Mexican border or followed
along with their cameras, including young people armed only with their smart tracking devices.
Thanks to this, the mainstream news media, Fake News Mexico-style, could not fully control the
narrative and claim the invaders were poor indigenous types who were starving in their violent
countries and were only looking for work, with so, so many women and children among them.
Mexican news outlets went full into damage control mode, immediately calling Truther reporters
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zenophobes  and  racists.  News  outlets  doubled  down  on  their  news  stories  showing  young
mothers with ill children who would get the best medical treatment in the United States, despite
that a good 70 to 80% of the invaders were young males of military age, the same as the Arab
and African male invaders in civilized Europe.  No matter  how neutral independent  reporters
were on the subject of forced migration, trolls tormented them and got many Youtube channels
restricted,  demonetized  and  censored.  Free  speech  was  affected  soon  after,  with  reporters
censored from using words such as barbarians, invaders, hordes and mobs, all of which were
accurate  and fully  applied  to  the  crisis.  When  invaders  into  Mexico  stared  coming  in  from
Africa, independent news couldn’t even call them ‘blacks’ anymore, but inter-continentals, in the
same way Islamic  rapists  of  Anglo women in  Europe could  no longer  be  called  African  or
Middle Eastern men, just plain criminals with no racial distinction.

Before I go on with Obrador, I’d like to point out an odd incident that took place in winter of
2018, to show you how governments really work.

The  former  president  of  Mexico,  Enrique  Peña  Nieto,  took  a  $100  million  bribe  from
Joaquín Guzmán Loera, the infamous crime lord known as El Chapo, according to a witness at
Mr. Guzman’s trial. - New York Times, January 2019

Article link: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/15/nyregion/el-chapo-trial.html
Article link: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/16/world/americas/el-chapo-bribe-president-

mexico.html

Pena Nieto didn’t like that negative exposure very much, so he did something about it. I
can’t prove this, but I think he made some phone calls to important people, maybe as high as the
White  House.  Remember  the  above  allegations  concerning  El  Chapo’s  people  bribing  top
Mexican officials. Here’s the timeline:

November 2019 - Pena Nieto is still sitting President of Mexico until Dec. 1st
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November 5, 2019 - El Chapo’s trial begins in Brooklyn, New York, while El Chapo is in
jail in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico (United States of America v. Joaquín Guzmán Loera, Wikipedia)

November 20, 2019 - (Judge) Cogan also stated there were numerous other “bribes” and
seems  to  concentrate  on  one  particular  bribe  he  wants  off  limits  as  being  “potentially
inflammatory.” (Borderland Beat, November 2018)

Article link: http://www.borderlandbeat.com/2018/11/el-chapo-trial-judge-limits-cross.html

So,  think of how embarrassing  it  would be for  a  sitting  president  of  any country to  be
accused of receiving a huge bribe from the leader of an infamous drug cartel.  That would be
pretty bad, right? How do I know Pena Nieto tried to cover this up? Well, look at what happened
only 7 days later, 4 days before PN leaves office:

Outgoing Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto will present Kushner with the Order of the
Aztec on Thursday at the Group of 20 summit in Argentina, the Reforma newspaper reported.  -
New York Post, November 2018

Article  link:  https://nypost.com/2018/11/27/jared-kushner-to-be-honored-with-mexicos-
order-of-the-aztec/

Kushner received the "Aztec Eagle" for his work developing the trade deal between the U.S.,
Mexico  and  Canada,  which  was  negotiated  to  replace  the  North  American  Free  Trade
Agreement. - CBS News, November 2018
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Article  link:  https://www.cbsnews.com/news/jared-kushner-receives-aztec-eagle-award-
from-mexican-government/

The Aztec Eagle is the highest honor a foreigner can receive from Mexico. Did any of you
even know that Vice President Kushner was involved in negotiating NAFTA’s replacement deal?
Is it a coincidence that Pena Nieto gives this man the highest award he possibly can, only 4 days
before he leaves office, when he could have given the award at any moment in time earlier?

This is speculation on my part, but I think somebody influenced Judge Cogan to prevent the
testimony about Pena Nieto taking a huge bribe becoming known, until after  PN was out of
office. Note that El Chapo was extradited to Brooklyn on January 19th. The news about the bribe
came out on January 15th,  only four days prior, despite that the trial had gone on for two and a
half months already. This way, Pena Nieto could grab what he could, dump his wife Angelica
Rivera and go hide out in Spain where he wasn’t in the Mexican public eye anymore. Note that
many news sources didn’t even have a good reason for why Kushner got that award in the first
place, such as the New York Post article I linked above. Many people in Mexican news were
equally dumbfounded.

Or maybe there is another reason the testimony was hushed up:

One of the most important cooperating witnesses in the prosecution of Mexican drug kingpin
Joaquin  “El  Chapo”  Guzman  appeared  poised  to  implicate  Mexico’s  president-elect  in
corruption on Tuesday while recounting payoffs to high-level politicians — until he was stopped
by the judge...

After an extended back-and-forth about bribes that the witness said he paid Mexico’s former
top cop, Genaro Garcia Luna, on behalf of his brother, Sinaloa cartel boss Ismael “El Mayo”
Zambada, Purpura asked about a man named Regino, whom Zambada Garcia identified as a
deputy to then-Mexico City Mayor Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador.

“And what if any relationship did Regino have to Lopez Obrador?” Purpura asked, before
Judge Brian Cogan sustained an objection from federal prosecutors, preventing him from giving
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an answer. Instead, the defense lawyer pressed the witness over exactly how much money Regino
had received at their meeting in 2005.

“I’m not sure, but it was a few million dollars,” Zambada Garcia replied. “It was paid to
him because it was said he was going to be the next secretary of security, and if so it would be
for our protection.” - Los Angeles Times, November 20, 2018

Article link: https://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-el-chapo-trial-20181120-story.html

To recap; the trial starts in early November, Judge Cogan limits witness testimony about
bribes on the 20th, Kushner gets the most prestigious award Mexico can offer to him on the 27 th,
given to him directly by Pena Nieto, and Pena Nieto leaves office four days later. We don’t find
out about Pena Nieto’s notorious bribe until almost two months after that.

Or, in scenario number two, is it possible for AMLO, the Mayor of Mexico City at the time,
to not know his future secretary of security is taking bribes from the cartels? Is it a coincidence
that Obrador wants to forgive the cartels and legalize all drugs? That’s just rumor, but it doesn’t
matter. There is plenty of other damning evidence about Obrador that we can use to hang him.

Also while he was President-elect, Obrador made another negative ripple when he thought it
wise to cancel the massive project for a new international airport on the dry lake bed of Texcoco.
This was a $13 billion dollar undertaking. The foundations for the airport were already set. Is
Obrador really going to leave the project unfinished? Yes, he is, because according to him the
people  have  voted  against  it  by  referendum,  and  Mexico  stands  to  save  $5  billion  dollars.
Actually, only 1 of every 90 registered voters responded. Good thing Obrador had a back-up
plan. His grand scheme was to incorporate a public, commercial airport into the existing military
base at Santa Lucia. You’ll have military jets coming and going beside big airlines; what could
possibly go wrong there? (Wall Street Journal and Associated Press, October 2018)

Article links:
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/mexicos-lopez-obrador-cancels-13-billion-mexico-city-

airport-project-2018-10-29
https://apnews.com/9fcde3a20cc04c8295cfced821b67503

Even worse, nobody bothered with a feasibility study at the time. Apparently, Obrador’s two
additional  runways for  his  ‘international’  airport,  are  blocked by...  Wait  for  it...  A range of
mountains.  Also, the wind is going in the wrong direction on those two additional proposed
runways, preventing smooth take-offs. It took them seven months to figure this out.

The biggest problem is the ring of mountains that surrounds Mexico City, limiting the routes
for take-off and landing, and making it a logistical nightmare to operate two separate airports
(that’s public and military, folks), according to critics.

"Some people say, 'There are other cities with more than one airport.' That's true, but they
don't have Mexico City's orography," said Mexican pilot Angel Jimenez, a 58-year-old veteran
with 22,000 hours of flying experience.
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"We're surrounded by a system of mountains shaped like an inverted horseshoe. The only
flight  pattern for ascents  and descents is  via the north.  There will  be a huge amount of air
traffic," he told AFP. - ABS-CBN News, May 2019

Article  link:  https://news.abs-cbn.com/overseas/05/07/19/mexican-presidents-new-airport-
flies-into-turbulence

Santa Lucía Airport could threaten water supply, study shows - The International Airport
that Mexican President Andrés Manuel López Obrador plans to build at the Santa Lucía Air
Base in the State of Mexico will require 211,800 cubic feet of water (1.58 million gallons) to
operate each day, only to meet the consumption of passengers. - El Universal, May 2019

Article  link:  https://www.eluniversal.com.mx/english/santa-lucia-airport-could-threaten-
water-supply-study-shows

Judge gives two final injunctions against St. Lucia airport - A federal judge of the State of
Mexico granted two definitive suspensions, one that prevents the cancellation of the construction
of the new airport in Texcoco and the other against the Federal Revenue Law, particularly for
fiscal years 2015 to 2018.

The Eighth District Judge based in the State of Mexico issued the resolutions, the details of
the scope can not yet be known because the engroses of their rulings have not been published.
What it does make clear is that the suspensions prevent the cancellation of the work in Texcoco
and against the application of the mentioned statute.

Some of the injunctions presented, are against the use and increase in the airport use tax
because this tax was used to finance Texcoco’s project, and now, with the Santa Lucía airport
project, they are seeking not to be charged and the resources not to be used for works at Military
Air Base number 1, in Santa Lucía, State of Mexico. - The Yucatan Times, June 2019

Article  link:  https://www.theyucatantimes.com/2019/06/judge-gives-two-final-injunctions-
against-st-lucia-airport/

To recap this one; the in-construction international airport is a huge deal. Obrador cancels it
and suggests adding two runways to an airport at a military base. As it turns out, two more
runways can’t be built easily because mountains are in the way and there isn’t enough water for
the expected traffic. A judge rules the Texcoco project can’t be canceled, and money raised at
Texcoco can’t  be used for the military  base at  St.  Lucia.  That  is  two huge blunders,  illegal
immigration and the airport mess that Obrador has caused and he isn’t even inaugurated yet.
Next debacle, please...

Venezuela's Maduro booed bad at Mexican President AMLO's inauguration - Venezuela's
socialist President Nicolas Maduro got booed, bigtime, at the inauguration of Mexican President
Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador, Mexico's first leftist president in decades. The booing happened
from both the left and right, as attending members of Mexico's farthest left and farthest right
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parties stood up, pointed, chanted 'dictator!' and whipped out a banner telling Maduro he wasn't
welcome in Mexico. - American Thinker, December 2018, and I did watch this live!

Article  link:
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/venezuelas_maduro_booed_at_mexican_preside
nt_amlos_inauguration.html

Hurricane Willa made landfall on Mexico’s eastern shore on October 24th, 2018. Four states
were badly affected: Sinaloa, Nayarit, Durango, and Michoacan. Total amount of damage was
estimated at $537 million dollars. People had their homes and vehicles swept away by flooding,
ten thousand were left  homeless in Nayarit  alone,  power was gone,  food and water ran out.
(Hurricane Willa, Wikipedia)

Mexicans looked to their President-elect for assistance. What does Obrador decide, but to
invite invaders from Central America into the country and offer them 1 million work permits.
Those destitute Mexicans don’t need help, not at all, but those Hondurans and Salvadorans sure
do! Let’s bring them all in!

MEXICO CITY  -  The  next  governor,  Olga Sánchez  Cordero,  said  that  Mexico  has  the
capacity to provide temporary work for up to one million Central American migrants, despite the
fact that until now a much smaller amount has entered the country.

By participating in a forum organized by the Business Council of Latin America (CEAL),
Sánchez  Cordero said that  work visas  will  also be given  to "our  friends  from the Northern
Triangle."

"We calculate that Mexico can take care of one million people to work," explained the now
senator of Morena. - Reporte Nivel Uno, November 2018
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Article link (translated): https://translate.google.com/translate?sl=auto&tl=en&u=https%3A
%2F%2Freporteniveluno.mx%2F2018%2F11%2F01%2Fdarle-trabajo-un-millon-migrantes-
sanchez-cordero%2F

So far, it looks like Mexico elected a new President of Central America, doesn’t it? Ever
since the beginning, US President Trump was saying that members of the notorious gang MS-13
were infiltrating the caravans, along with verified members of ISIS and other militant terrorist
groups, such as people from Cuba. A lot of Deniers protested against this, saying oh, those poor
Central Americans, they just want to work and lead productive lives. We need to hug them! This
is all bullshit from people who are either pushing the socialist / communist / Zionist agenda, who
are too naive to see what’s right in front of their eyes, or who are masked radicals that enjoy
stirring  up  anarchy  like  many  in  the  George  Soros-funded  Antifa  and  Black  Lives  Matter
movements.

What  is  the Truth?  Mexican President  Obrador,  Secretary  of Interior  Olga Sanchez and
Claudia Sheinbaum, Mayor of Mexico City, are all liars and traitors to the nation of Mexico. I’ll
skip leaving so many links, as it is time consuming and there is a lot of stuff I’m forgetting by
taking the time to find sources to back up what I’m writing.

Who is coming across the border? Well, a lot of bad people, most of all. There is video of
men wearing white shirts and jeans, with pistols in their waistbands, handing money to invaders
getting ready to leave Honduras. There are rumors that Honduras is emptying out their jails, and
supplying prisoners and anyone else that will pay with travel visas made with fictitious names.
People with criminal backgrounds including murderers, who have been deported from the US,
are mixed into the caravans, along with gang members who are distinguished by their tattoos and
radical  elements,  or  ‘people of interest’  as  the CIA calls  them.  Father  Solalinde,  a  big pro-
migration guy, hesitates in calling them gang members despite having taken at least two ‘bags’
of handguns away from them. They were only carrying weapons for their protection, allegedly,
despite that the invaders are killing and raping at a tremendous (and unreported) rate all over
Mexico. These rats are kidnapping and killing little girls, carrying drugs or weapons as mules for
the cartels, and since they are already recognized as criminals, they won’t be waiting around to
be given any asylum in the US. Plain and simple, they came to cause trouble. How bad is this
trouble? These are the sorts of people liberals in the US and Mexico want us to invite into our
neighborhoods with welcoming arms:

Texas Medical Professional: Migrants Quarantined with UNKNOWN Disease, 10-Year
Old Girl Found With 20 Types of Semen In Her - A medical professional on the border in
Texas told Big League Politics that the crisis is reaching fever pitch, with three individuals now
quarantined at a privately-owned hospital in El Paso with an unknown disease. The Centers For
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has not even been able to identify the disease the three
migrants have, as the military guards the quarantine area.

“There were some Congolese people caught crossing the border, it was suspected they had
Ebola. In one facility there are three patients being held because they don’t know what they
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have.  The  CDC have  been  here  to  assess  them.  They  are  isolated,  they  only  have  certain
specialists who can see them,” the medical professional tells Big League Politics...

“There was a female, 10 years old, who was found with 20 different types of semen inside
her  body.  She  was  dispatched  to  a  family  member.  The  girl  who  was  with  her  who  was
supposedly a family member was not really a family member, just someone who bought her from
her family in Guatemala. These are real problems that exist here on the border. There are some
people who are trying to leave jugs of water out here for them. A lot of these people come to this
country needing help,” the professional stated.

Migrants are obtaining “Rent-A-Kids,” and since Border Patrol cannot perform DNA tests
to determine if children are related to adults most of the human traffickers get into our country.

“In Juarez, there is a huge influx of Cubans right now. They have taken over the streets and
started a prostitution  ring among them. The Cubans cannot  cross here.  If  they  have Cuban
citizenship, they cannot cross here.”

“There are a lot of people who come here from El Salvador, Guatemala who are in acute
renal failure, they cannot walk. There are some who have come with cirrhosis of the liver. I’ve
seen some patients who are almost at the point of dying with the cirrhosis that they have,” the
medical professional stated. “The time and resources it takes up to treat them is massive.”

“There have been some women who have come forward who said they were raped…in the
end you have to believe they were because of the damage done to them, either vaginally or
anally,” the professional stated. - Big League Politics, June 2019

Article link: https://bigleaguepolitics.com/texas-medical-professional-migrants-quarantined-
with-unknown-disease-10-year-old-girl-found-with-20-types-of-semen-in-her/

I hope that part about the 10 year-old girl disgusts you. Women and girls crossing through
Mexico to get to the United States plan on getting raped multiple times, so they bring condoms
or  use  contraceptives  ahead  of  time.  I  saw an  estimate  recently  that  up  to  one-third  of  all
invading families are fictitious. That is, the supposed parents can’t prove the children with them
are  really  theirs.  Mexican police  officers  are being  killed  and harassed,  people were  getting
carjacked by migrants and their cell phones taken away, and yet Obrador still pulls the ‘Human
Rights’  card against  any and all  critics.  Human traffickers  are making a killing  transporting
invaders for up to $9,000 a head. ($14,000 in 2021 along the US / Mexico border.) Kidnappers
are also making a ton of money, and they’re killing their victims regardless of whether they get
paid or not.

Obrador and Cordero continue to lie that the southern border is secure, and that they want an
orderly, supervised entry of immigrants. Meanwhile, I’ve seen three different Youtube content
creators  walking  across  the  border  multiple  times  without  being  stopped  by  any  Mexican
immigration official, either on the pedestrian bridge or over the River Suchiate that runs below it.

Let’s  talk  about  Claudia  Sheinbaum,  the  ‘Chief’  or  Mayor  of  Mexico  City  and one  of
Obrador’s initial appointees. Running Mexico City is like running a small country due to the size
and density of population. She’s been a bundle of stupidity ever since the start as well. Mexico in
general does stupid shit because of corruption and incompetence, so this sort of incompetence is
not really new.
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In this case, the government contracted foreign engineers to modernize and construct a new
system of water delivery for Mexico City. The engineers laid out their plans and started working.
Well,  just  as with the airport debacle,  some genius in Mexico decided, heck, who needs the
foreign  engineers?  We have the  plans,  we have the  pipes,  so why don’t  we put  everything
together ourselves and save some almighty pesos? Good job they did, so good that right in the
middle of the initial caravan invasions, the entire Mexico City ran out of water for a week. To
her credit, Sheinbaum brought in water trucks and filled up containers that were set up on street
corners. What did the invasion horde do but start washing their clothes with the drinking water
and ticking off the locals.

Okay, so maybe we can’t blame all of that on Sheinbaum because she was fresh to the job,
around early to mid December I think. What we can blame her for is that she took clothing and
other seizures from the drug cartels, and instead of selling it like the law says she should, she
gave it away to the incoming migrants and not to the poor people in Mexico. (I can’t find a link
for that at the moment. Maybe I’ll look again later.)

Next, this dumb ass was told repeatedly that a lot of women are getting killed and raped
throughout Mexico City’s subway and public transportation systems. Sheinbaum denied this was
happening at first, or maybe she was too busy taking care of foreigners. Finally, when the public
outcry got too loud, she said she’d look into it, but good luck getting her to actually do anything
about it.

I predicted to my relatives about a week ahead of time that Obrador was going to begin
pushing the queer agenda, because I’d seen how the agenda was previously rolled out in Europe
to emasculate the Anglo male. Lo and behold, when a week later I saw him holding the queer
flag in a morning briefing, I thought, here it comes, trannies and crossdressers coming to Mexico,
and I was right. Only a couple of days later, Sheinbaum announces that little boys can’t wear
shorts to school, but they can wear skirts, and little girls can start wearing pants whenever they
want to.

Article  link:  https://themazatlanpost.com/2019/06/03/boys-can-wear-skirts-in-mexico-city-
schools/

Vaccinations and sex changes without parental consent can’t be too far behind.
You can learn quite a few things by watching what goes on internationally, and also here in

the US. I saw how Obama-Soetoro did things, how Germany’s Merkel, France’s Hollande and
Canada’s Trudeau did things. Lastly, I learned a few things after watching how Maduro was
strangling Venezuela. They have an agenda, and they always implement the same steps in the
same order.

Mexico’s  downfall  started  when socialists  began ‘updating’  the constitution.  The nation
would no longer be sovereign but willing to work with the United Nations on certain matters,
including the ever-useful  excuse of  Human Rights.  These measures  are always presented as
‘voluntary,’ but once they are implemented, watch out. Bending over for the UN means, in a
nutshell, that your country is fucked.
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Back in 2008, Barack Obama, then a presidential candidate, called for a “civilian national
security force.” And he wanted it wanted it as big as all of the nation’s military branches. -
WND, May 2015

Article  link:  https://www.wnd.com/2015/05/obamas-national-civilian-security-force-
endorsed/

Notice the preceding statement was made in early 2008, before Obama was even elected.
The first step the socialists  want is to create a private army that answers only to the man in
charge. Think of Hitler’s Brown Shirts here. Maduro did it by filtering and arming loyalists into
Chavista groups and ‘collectives’ that run neighborhoods. These collectives are roving gangs,
including prisoners released in early 2019 when Maduro’s rule started getting challenged by Juan
Guaido of the National Assembly. They go out and murder and raise havoc with impunity and
Maduro’s unofficial blessing.

Obrador is trying to do the same thing in Mexico with his National Guard. Mexico already
has city / municipal police, state police and federal police. What he’s doing at present, as of
about four days ago, is dismantling the famed ‘Federales’ and testing them to see if they qualify
for his new branch that will answer directly to him, and not to any military brass, unless he
potentially gives control over to the United Nations in the name of his holy Human Rights.

Recently, public elections were held in Mexico, where the city of Tijuana and the state of
Baja  California  lost  to  Obrador’s  Morena  party.  Outgoing  Mayor  Gallum  was  the  biggest
obstacle  preventing  Obrador  from flooding  Tijuana  with  invaders.  To  celebrate  the  victory,
Obrador  transported  in  a  reported  50  buses  full  of  supporters  from  Mexico  City.  These
‘supporters’  were  as  rabid  as  any  Antifa  rabble,  shouting  down and  getting  aggressive  and
violent with any critics of Obrador. That’s the kind of strong-armed tactics we will continue to
see from this would-be dictator in the Maduro mold.

At this point, Obrador is ignoring the underpaid Mexican teachers, the suffering indigenous
people of Chiapas who are being kicked off their lands, probably for the exploitation of minerals,
and he’s cut off funding for 300 rural medical clinics in areas that don’t have hospitals. Obrador
has also cut funding to send Mexican students abroad so they can compete in math and science
fairs against students from other countries.

Here  is  another  underhanded  tactic  this  man  is  using  to  procure  funding  for  his  holy
invaders,  regarding  daycare  centers  for  poor  working  mothers.  His  Morena  reps  made  an
announcement all across the country. Go to this meeting place at such and such a time and sign
our  paperwork stating  you are  a  poor  mother  who uses  the  daycare  facilities.  According to
witnesses, the announcement was made on short notice, on a weekday evening. When only a
handful of women showed up and signed, Obrador made a public clamor right after saying that
all  the other  women were fictitious  and the daycare centers  were milking  away government
funds, so he canceled the entire program.

Is he through lying? No, not yet. He’s saying the economy is improving, but the financial
numbers  don’t  back  that  up.  He  claims he  listens  to  the  voice  of  the  people,  but  he  tells
troublesome  reporters  and  civilians  they  have  wrong  information  or  that  his  data  must  be
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different, or anything at all to avoid giving a direct answer. I’ve seen him fidget onstage, before
he changes the subject to gives long, vague replies before moving on to something else.

“Where one eats, a million eat.” - Obrador, June 2019

https://www.meganoticias.mx/cdmx/noticia/donde-come-uno-come-un-millon-dice-amlo/
79602

That’s this scumbag’s new tact; using the Bible and its principles of sharing to placate his
critics on the migrant crisis. Really, is he that stupid? Where one person eats, one million can
eat?

Political socialists, like corporatists and materialists, are never out to help the people. They
are always out to stuff their pockets with taxpayer money, and the pockets of their friends and
relatives, while throwing peanuts like Obama phones at the useful idiots to keep them voting.
Obrador promised to reduce the violence from the drug cartels, but so far his first six months
have been the bloodiest on record, thanks to how he gave free reign to some of the worst killers
on the planet. He promised to lift Mexico into a world power, and he did have a chance to do it at
first, except now he’s promised to send huge amounts of Mexican money to Honduras and El
Salvador to improve those countries first. He vowed to lower the price of gasoline by upgrading
Mexico’s refineries and taking control away from foreign interests, and that lasted all of two or
three months before the prices went back to their usual levels. His grand plan of a new billion
dollar refinery at Dos Bocas is already circling the toilet. To his slight credit, he did increase
social security payments to retired people, but that was offset when he gifted foreign invaders
with monthly checks in the amount of at least $100 dollars, as far back as November of 2018
when he wasn’t even president yet.

You know one thing I thought was odd? Early on, Obrador said he wanted to establish local
banks and to make sure everyone had a debit card. Why is that odd? Well, because part of the
UN agenda is to create a cashless society, something that is already in progress in India, the UK
and the US. You know that Bible verse, right?

And no one could buy or sell anything without that mark, which was either the name of the
beast or the number representing his name. - Revelation 13:17

It would be a whole lot easier to turn off a person’s money supply if everyone on the planet
had debit cards and digital currency, don’t you think? Maybe that’s why so many governments
are hoarding gold and silver, huh?

Here’s the thing that might actually save Mexico. Obrador is in a big hurry to get the agenda
going, and he’s making a lot of mistakes and pissing off a lot of people. In the US and in Europe,
when similar events took place, too many people cowered into hiding with the fear of being
called racist, Islamophobe or homophobe, or Trump supporter.

Not so with Mexicans. Western / European societies as a whole have been relatively tame
within their borders, ever since Greece and Rome. Latinos, on the other hand, from Mexico on
down to Brazil,  Colombia and Venezuela,  are still  largely tribal and savage, and this can be
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evidenced by the distressing murder rates in all of those countries. Many Latinos will not tolerate
another tribe coming into their territory and causing trouble. This is why Tijuana citizens rallied
against the incoming invaders, and many people don’t know this, but a lot of Central Americans
are getting killed in Mexican cities bordering the US. (Also, this is why citizens of Tecun Uman
along the northern Guatemalan border kicked out drunken, pot-smoking Hondurans who were
dirty dancing in their town square all night.)

Mexicans will rise up and start a slaughter of invaders if the right incident provokes them.
We do have the rare story of Mexicans in Chiapas lynching or attempting to lynch invaders who
have raped mentally handicapped women, young women and little girls. This is why Mexican
Fake News is being very careful not to provoke the ire of the common folk. I doubt very much
that we will see Sharia patrols in Mexico the way we are seeing them in London and New York,
or ten year-old cross-dressing boys using cosmetics like the ones promoted by Fake News here in
the States.

What  else  can  we  expect  from  scumbag  Obrador?  First  off,  he  thinks  he’s  smart  by
deceiving Trump regarding border and migrations issues, when he’s really talking out of both
sides  of  his  mouth  and trying  to  gain  firm dictatorial  control  of  Mexico.  People  from rival
political parties are uniting against his insanity and deformation of the country. The bad thing
about that is they’re allowing ultra-corrupt rightists like former Presidents Fox and Calderon to
speak for  them.  I  think  a  lot  of  Mexicans  are  ready to  fight  and  die  for  their  nationalism,
compared to US nationalism that is lukewarm at best; not even the proud state of Texas puts up a
fight against vaccines and illegal surveillance nowadays.

Obrador will keep pushing until the dam breaks, and I have a feeling it will take a lot less
than Obama’s eight years of socialist failure, because Obrador is pushing too hard, too fast and
the people are already starting to push back. Just last week, a teenage girl flipped the President
off during a public speech, and civilians are shouting at him when he drives or walks by, calling
him a liar like the Presidents that preceded him.
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Article  link:  https://www.theyucatantimes.com/2019/06/teenager-gives-amlo-the-finger-
during-his-visit-to-merida/

He’s already saying the usual socialist line of ‘rich people bad, poor people good.’ Pretty
soon he’ll  start confiscating bank accounts and large factories from wealthy investors, in the
same way Venezuela’s Chavez did before Maduro.

You know, AMLO sycophants claim that Obrador can’t fix all of Mexico’s problems in just
six months. The counterclaim from critics is that Obrador is a politician with over forty years of
experience,  he has been Mayor of troublesome Mexico City before,  and he sure can fix the
problems of Central America in such a short time!

If you want to know more about Obrador’s game plan, check out these two pages. He is a
member of the socialist Sao Paolo Forum, and thanks to him, so is all of Mexico.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foro_de_S%C3%A3o_Paulo
http://forodesaopaulo.org/

* One final peeve. I’m using Ecosia search engine, which is based on the left-biased Google
garbage but supposedly not tracking me as much. I type in very specific words into the search bar
when trying to find specific incidents, but the search engine keeps giving me page after page of
sanitized ‘official story’ results, more so in English than when I search in Spanish. Still, I would
have had links to nearly everything I mentioned if the search engine wasn’t programmed against
me, especially when it comes to exposing the United Nations migrant invasion agenda.

* Today, July 19, Obrador announced he wants free Internet for all of Mexico. We haven’t
heard that one before, have we, from that one guy, <cough> <cough> Obama-Soetoro <bleah!>.
That ‘national ID’ can’t be far behind, so that people will be forced to use it to sign in when
going online. I wonder how Obrador plans on paying for free Internet for Mexico?

* On July 26th, Obrador canceled Internet service to most major Mexican universities. Where
are Mexico’s most intelligent young people to be found? That would be in the universities, right?
Better to cut off access to information early, before they wise up to what Obrador is really up to.

#####
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